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As the epidemic spreads, the fear grows. So does the panic. Meanwhile, the wedding goes on. The Biggest Little House in Texas is an Americana tale that captures the essence of small town America. It's been a long time coming for the CBS/WB network to continue the legacy of the Tom Hanks series, but they have struck gold with this semiadapted big screen version starring Eddie Murphy, who will also produce. He's perfect casting for the genre, with a winning mix of comic timing and dramatic acting. The film isn't just good, it's a rare quality — a true family film with a good heart and a bit of a brain. The level of intelligence this film brings to the box office is something that
should not be ignored. Eddie Murphy plays Ben Mears, a wealthy man who, with his wife Crystal (Linda Cardellini) and daughter Hannah (Mary Kate Wiles), have bought a log cabin in the rural Texas town of Wood Acres. During their early stay, Crystal and Hannah begin to have bad nightmares, which Crystal suspects are due to the previous
owners having died at the cabin. Soon, the dreams turn into reality as one by one the occupants of the house are taken away from them by a mysterious illness. With every step that Ben and Crystal take away from the cabin, they become weaker. Is there a connection between the people being taken and the couple? Or is it something more sinister?
It's never made clear, but the audience has a firm idea of who's being taken. They keep running around the empty house trying to catch the bad guys. The newcomers, kept alive by the wickedness of the house, are a real mixed bag. Most of them are elderly, all of them are lonely, and all of them are terrified. Joe Morton plays Leonard, who
originally owns the cabin. He is rude, cranky and yet sympathetic. He's a hard person to like, but there's something a lot of us can identify with in him. Morton's easygoing ways and gentle exterior mask a turbulent inner world, which is apparent through the way he speaks and the cracks in his make up. Tom Bower, who plays Parker, is an enigma
and a unique character. He is a charming man on the surface but, if you look underneath, you can see he's hiding something.
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